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7. Questions begin with why, what, when, where:

a. Why do you eat an apple? (Active)

b. Why is an apple eaten by you ? (Passive)

c. What did he see at the fair? (Active)

d. What was seen by him at the fair? (Passive)

e. Where did he keep the apple? (Active)

f. Where was the apple kept by him ? (Passive)

g. When do children ask for sweets? (Active)

h. When are sweets asked for by children? (Passive)
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8. Questions begin with ‘who’:

a. Who told you this? (Active)

b. By whom were you told this? (Passive)

c. Who has sent these flowers? (Active)

d. By whom have these flowers been sent ? (Passive)

e. Who has told you about your illness? (Active) 

f. By Whom have you been told about your illness ?(Passive)

g. Who gave you these flowers? (Active)

h. By Whom were these flowers given to you? (Passive) 
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EXERCISE

1. Chefs use these machines to mix the ingredients.

2. The teachers informed the students that the class had been 

cancelled.

3. Will the teacher test our English?

4. He could not read the sentence.

5. You should open the window. 
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6. Does Shubham write homework?

7. May Sachin play cricket?

8. Which book did you purchase?

9. Who painted this beautiful painting?

10. Whom have the people elected?
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IMPERATIVE SENTENCES                      

(ORDER / COMMAND)

a. Bring an apple. (Active)

b. Let an apple be brought. (Passive)

c. Switch off the lights. (Active)

d. Let the lights be switched off. (Passive)

e. Get out of this office. (Active)

f. You are ordered to get out of this office. (Passive)

g. Inform him of the decision. (Active)

h. Let him be informed of the decision. (Passive)

I. Shut the door. (Active)

J. Let the door be shut. (Passive)
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SENTENCES WITHOUT AN AGENT

a. People consume coffee all over the world.  (Active) 

b. Coffee is consumed all over the world. (Passive)

c. Somebody stole my car. (Active)

d. My car was stolen. (Passive)

e. The hooligans ravaged the shrine. (Active)

f. The shrine was ravaged by the hooligans. (Passive)

Sentences With Modals: (Add Be) 

a. You should obey your elders. (Active)

b. Your elders should be obeyed by you. (Passive)
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SENTENCES CONTAINING REQUEST :

a. Please help me out. (Active)

b. You are requested to help me out. ( Passive )

c. Do it in this manner please. (Active)

d. You are requested to do it in this manner. (Passive)

SENTENCES WITH SUGGESTIONS: 

a. Pay attention to me. (Active)

b. You are suggested to pay attention to me. ( Passive )

c. Obey your parents. (Active)

d. You are advised to obey your parents. (Passive)
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SENTENCES CONTAINING ADVICE :

a. Drive slowly. ( Active )

b. You are advised to drive slowly. (Passive)

c. Look before you leap. (Active)

d. You are advised to look before you leap. (Passive)

SENTENCES CONTAINING AN INFINITIVE:

a. I am to eat an apple. (Active)

b. An apple is to be eaten by me. (Passive)

c. Abhinav had to buy a car. (Active)

d. A car had to be bought by Abhinav. (Passive)
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MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES:

1.Passive Of Verbs That Show ‘State Of Mind’ Or ‘Feelings’:

a. The results perplexed me. (Active )

b. I was perplexed at the results. (Passive)

c. His attitude surprised me. (Active)

d. I was surprised at his attitude. (Passive)

e. This book has greatly interested me. (Active)

f. I have been greatly interested in this book. (Passive)   
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MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES:

2. Passive Of Sentences : 

A. It is time + V1 + noun: 

 It is time to cast our votes . (Active)

It is time for our votes to be cast. (Passive)

It is time to shed our inhibitions. (Active)

It is time for the inhibitions to be shed. (Passive)
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B. Sentences begin with there: 

There is no advice to give. (Active)

There is no advice to be given. (Passive)

There are four overs to bowl. (Active)

There are four overs to be bowled. (Passive)

MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES:
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MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES:

Passive of sentences : 

C. Sentences containing the structure:

Sub + ask + object + if / whether / conditional + clause

I asked Mohan if he had eaten an apple. (Active)

Mohan was asked if he had eaten an apple. (Passive)

They asked me if I would be comfortable working in the 

night. (Active).

I was asked if I would be comfortable working in the night.  

(Passive)

Mohan asked me when I would buy a car. (Active)

I was asked by Mohan when I would buy a car. (Passive)  
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MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES:

Formation of passive of sentences containing causative verbs 

: 

 I made him stay in the office till late. (Active)

He was made to stay in the office till late. (Passive)

I saw her eating an apple. (Active)

She was seen eating an apple. (Passive)

We let him go. (Active)

He was let go by us. (Passive)s
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MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES:

Formation of passive of sentences containing specific 

Prepositions : 

E.g. Verbs that usually carry prepositions with them  such as: 

Laugh at, smile at, mock at , look into, enquire into, look after 

etc. 

 Mohan smiled at me. ( Active)

I was smiled at by Mohan. (Passive)

Neena looks after street dogs. (Active)

Street dogs are looked after by Neena . (Passive)
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MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES:

Some sentences that begin with the expressions: I think, We 

believe, Everyone knows, People know etc. can be made 

passive in two ways:

i. It is / was believed………….

ii. He is known / said / believed to be………….

Hindus believe that there are more than one lives. (Active)

It is believed by Hindus that there are more than one lives. 

(Passive)

Hindus are known to be believed that there are more than 

one lives. (Passive )
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MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES:

Double Passive : 

They bought the car and restructured it. (Active)

The car was bought and restructured. (Passive)

She plucked red roses and made a bouquet. (Active)

Red roses were picked and a bouquet was made. (Passive)

Verbs with two objects:

Mohan gave me a purse. (Active)

 A purse was given to me by Mohan. (Passive)

I was given a purse by Mohan. (Passive)
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MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES:

One must do one’s duty. (Active)

Duty must be done. (Passive)

They encouraged him. (Active)

He was encouraged by them. (Passive)

We elected him the President of the committee. (Active)

He was elected  the president of the committee. (Passive)

The teacher expects the students to listen carefully. 

(Active)

The teacher expects to  be listened carefully by the 

students. (Passive)  
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EXERCISE

1. Please bring me some apples.

2. Do your homework neatly.

3. Call the attendant.

4. It is time to address the citizens.

5. People know that honesty is the best policy.
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6. He will ask me if I had created the scene.

7. The police are looking into the matter.

8. The teacher taught the candidates and helped them solve 

the questions.

9. The news puzzled me a lot.

10. Don’t drink and drive.
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